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Amina iQ Developer Series of invisible loudspeakers

The iQ Developer Series allows the benefits of zero visual  

intrusion and sleek design to be extended to the entire home

A
mina Technologies are a UK-based, market 

leader in the design and manufacture of 

invisible loudspeakers which they first 

introduced to the market in 2001. Building on 

the technologies introduced for its flagship 

Evolution range launched in 2012, Amina have utilised the 

same technology to create an all-new, aggressively priced, 

invisible speaker family. The iQ Developer Series was 

introduced with the property developer in mind particularly 

for aesthetically sensitive multi-dwelling units (MDU). 

Understanding the requirement to include affordable 

innovative audio technology has led Amina to create this 

new family specifically for the developer who is 

speculatively adding value to his product but needs to 

carefully control costs. Using the company’s vibrational 

surface technology, the iQ series provides high clarity room 

filling sound with a remarkably even frequency response 

from 112Hz-20KHz all at a price point competitive with good 

quality ‘dinner plate’ ceiling loudspeakers.

The price/performance point of the iQ Developer Series 

now also allows the benefits of zero visual intrusion to be 

extended throughout the whole home audio system – not 

just the main reception rooms – making no compromise on 

classical opulent or modern minimalist interior designs. 

Previously in lesser rooms the aesthetics may have been 

compromised, or no audio offered, due to costs constraints.

A perfect application of this is a luxury turnkey mansion 

currently close to completion in South London. The 

developer of this stunning project has provided the latest 

home automation technology throughout. The introduction 

of the iQ Developer Series allowed invisible sound, which 

complements the modern minimalist aesthetics, to be used 

in minor rooms whereas previously in ceiling ‘dinner plates’ 

would have been selected. Away from the reception rooms, 

the master bedroom has surround sound installed using 

Amina’s flagship Evolution Series. The other 6 bedrooms, 

guest and family, have room filling stereo provided by the 

pairs of iQ3 invisible loudspeakers. Additionally the entry 

level iQ1 is used to provide stereo in his and hers dressing 

rooms and the ground floor toilet. The result a truly 

stunning mansion, aesthetically perfect with high clarity 

room filling sound and no visual intrusion.


